
Indeed, “in the first days of remains strongly committed to increase in development assis- pared to other existing/ ongoing 
cooperation in addressing both August” 1291, representatives of tance to 0.5 per cent of Swiss GDP. cyclone shelter projects in the 
the causes and the consequences the areas of Uri, Schwyz and These additional funds have been country. We will be very happy to 

share our experience of this par-of climate change.Unterwalden swore an oath of earmarked for addressing climate 
ticipatory community approach confederation, and agreed to act change and water issues in devel-Comprehensive regulations for 
with the BCCRF project of the together in order to protect their oping nations.tackling global warming at the 

Switzerland recognises the Bangladesh Government.freedom from outside aggressors roots, globally and nationally, are 
T h e  r e l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  current and future challenges that and external threats. essential and all states, including 

Switzerland and Bangladesh are The resulting treaty is still in Bangladesh may face due to cli-emerging economies, would need 
witnessing robust development in existence and is regarded as one of mate change. In order to assist to contribute to the reduction of 
other sectors as well, particularly the founding documents of the Bangladesh in carrying out cli-greenhouse gases harmful to the 
in trade and commerce. In the first Swiss Confederation. mate change adaptation and climate and accept legally binding 
6 months of this year, the trade While the threats have changed mitigation measures, Switzerland measures.
volume between our countries has since the 12th century, we cele- Switzerland sets a target to cut is contributing to the Bangladesh 
surged substantially and registered brate our National Day 2011in a 20 by per cent its greenhouse gas Climate Change Resilience Fund 
a 40 percent growth. Alongside global situation which is particu- emissions by 2020 from the 1990 (BCCRF). Switzerland will provide 

N  t h e  a u s p i c i o u s  traditional Swiss export items like larly challenging. As we look level, with the readiness to raise USD 8 million by 2015 to the 
textile machinery and pharmaceu-occasion of the National around, we find Switzerland sur- this target to even 30 per cent BCCRF as part of its global com-
tical products, we see a growing Day of Switzerland, I am O rounded by a Euro zone struggling should other countries accept mitment to fight climate change. 

delighted to extend warm and demand for Swiss clean-tech and to maintain its financial stability; similar commitments. The overall objective behind this 
high-tech products  in  the  s i n c e r e  g r e e t i n g s  t o  t h e  Bangladesh is one of the 'Most we watch the Swiss Franc appreci- support is to help Bangladesh to 
Bangladeshi market. Switzerland government and the people of Vulnerable Countries' (MVCs) in ating dangerously against the implement the Bangladesh 
is in the process of parliamentary Bangladesh. I also seize the Climate Change Strategy and the world facing challenges of currencies of our major trading 
decision making to phase out opportunity to congratulate my Action Plan (BCCSAP), which climate change and its predicted partners; we are encouraged by 
nuclear power by 2034 and to Swiss compatriots living in aims to build a climate resilient adverse impacts. While speaking at democratic movements in our 
gradually replace it by renewable Bangladesh. and low carbon economy. We are southern neighbourhood, but the United Nations Climate 
energy. As a global player in the Switzerland and Bangladesh delighted to observe that the very worry about the further develop- C h a n g e  C o n f e r e n c e  i n  
f ie ld  of  green technology,  have a long and strong history of first project under the BCCRF has ments that may still come. Beyond C o p e n h a g e n  i n  2 0 0 9 ,  t h e  
Switzerland will certainly be able cooperation and collaboration. been approved by the govern-that, the Swiss population is Bangladeshi Prime Minister H.E.
to offer interesting solutions to In the last 40 years, since the Sheikh Hasina underscored the ment under which dozens of new becoming increasingly aware of 
Bangladesh in the years ahead.establishment of diplomatic ties need for a common commitment cyclone shelters will be con-the consequences of climate 

Switzerland-Bangladesh rela-in 1972, relations between the two to support "millions of house- structed and many existing ones change, while we discuss an energy 
tions have entered into a new era countries have evolved from holds" in Bangladesh facing cli- will be renovated.future without nuclear power.
of extended cooperation and humanitarian assistance to a It is worthwhile to mention mate change challenges. Against The Swiss National Day is 
opportunities as we work closely combination of development that Switzerland, through the this backdrop, Switzerland wel-therefore also a good moment to 
on an array of issues. It is my cooperation and an expanded Swiss Agency for Development comed the outcome of the 2010 remind ourselves that while it is 
endeavour and honour to con-horizon of increased trade and and Cooperation (SDC), under a summit in Cancun where devel-necessary to stand together and 
tribute to the continuation and investment. It is my hope and Community Based Disaster Risk oped Text for newspaper supple-join hands as a sovereign nation; 
strengthening of the excellent firm belief that the strong Reduction Programme, is also ment on the occasion of the most of the challenges mentioned 
cooperation between our two bonds between the two countries currently constructing a number National Day of Switzerland (1st above can only be addressed and 
countries. To conclude, I take this will further strengthen in the of Multipurpose Community August 2011) countries pledged to overcome by global, collective 
opportunity to convey my sincere coming years. Based Cyclone Shelters  in  contribute considerable addi-efforts, in close collaboration 
w i s h e s  t o  t h e  p e o p l e  o f  When a country celebrates its Bagerhat District at a cost of tional funds to a new global cli-between nations across the world. 
Bangladesh for a democratic and national day, people generally pay around USD 3.5 million. This SDC mate change fund by 2020 to Of course, climate change is a 
prosperous future.tribute to a past event that sym- project directly involves local address the adaptation needs of prime example of a global prob-

bolises the creation of the nation. community in the construction developing countries and help lem which can only be tackled by 
Dr. Urs HerrenThe Swiss National Day com- and maintenance process and them to limit their carbon emis-joining forces and by finding 

memorates an event that took Ambassador of Switzerland to imparts several improvements sion. The Swiss Parliament quickly forms of collective burden shar-
place almost 720 years ago. Bangladeshreacted to this and approved an ing. To that end, Switzerland and add new components com-

Ambassador's Message

HE Valais mountain village of Zermatt in Switzerland 
consumes more than 6000 cubic metres of drinking T water a day in the peak holiday period of Christmas 

and New Year  twice as much as in off-peak periods. Given 
that this huge demand for water overstretches the village's 
existing sources, additional solutions, in the shape of the 
nearby Gand Springs and nanotechnology, had to be found.

Membrane technology lowers calcium and sulphate 
levels: Water from the Gand Springs, which are near the 
Findel Glacier, 2280 metres above sea level, is perfectly 
hygienic, but it contains too much sulphate, giving it an 
unpleasant taste, and the high calcium content clogs up 
boilers, washing machines and dishwashers.

Nevertheless, thanks to nanotechnology, these springs 
have been providing clean drinking water since 2006. The 
Wichje filtration plant uses the principle of reverse osmosis 
to ensure that the treated water meets current regulations on 
drinking water quality.

In the process of reverse osmosis, water is passed through 
a membrane and can thus filter out the calcium and sul-
phate ions. This nanofiltration process also removes all 
chemical compounds, as well as viruses and bacteria pres-
ent in the water.

Nanotechnology and the Swiss water industry 
Nanotechnology has long been used by the water industry. 
The most modern, but by no means the only, ultrafiltration 
facility for water treatment in Switzerland is located in 
Männedorf (canton of Zurich). Since 2005 it has been sup-
plying the 26,000 inhabitants of three lakeside towns with 
clean drinking water from the lake. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Clean drinking water thanks 
to nanotechnology

N a cold January What makes this pro perty so using high-performance 
morning in the tiny special is not only its original insulation and glass, the 
village of Villarlod contemporary design but house derives all its energy O

(canton of Fribourg), the also the fact that it is able to needs from solar power and 
mercury dips to a bone- maintain a comfortable from the heat emitted by its 
chilling -6°C. Yet, in a seem- room temperature all year residents and the appliances 
ingly n ormal family home round without the need for a they use.

Another place, another overlooking the village, the conventional heating or air-
level. The Brunnenhof hous-temperature is a cosy 19°C. conditioning system. Built 

Green technology, saving energy
ing development in the city 
of Zurich consists of 72 
apartments designed specif-
ically with large families in 
mind. In 2007, it underwent 
a complete refurbishment. 
Underneath the bright and 
cheerful façade, it hides a 
secret  20-cm thick insula-
tion that saves considerable 
energy by keeping the heat 
firmly locked in. It is also 
connected to an environ-
mentally-friendly district 
heating network that recov-
ers the heat generated by a 
local household waste incin-
erator.

These are only two exam-
ples of the 15,000 properties 
in Switzerland that are 
M i n e r g i e ® - c e r t i f i e d .  
Launched a little over 10 
years ago, the label is 
awarded to buildings which 
have been constructed or 
refurbished in line with 
energy-saving and ecologi-
cal standards.

Up to 60% savings 
In Switzerland, the envi-

ronmental impact of the 
housing sector is consider-
able. Given that more than 
one third of Swiss energy 
consumption is used to heat 
buildings and water, the 
energy-saving potential of 
this sector is huge.

Compared to a conven-
tional building, a Minergie-
certified building can cut 
energy costs by up to 60%. 
The standard does not stipu-
late the use of any specific 
material or technology. All 
that it demands is reinforced 
insulation to prevent any 
heat loss during the winter, 
c o u p l e d  w i t h  a  h i g h -
performance ventilation 
system that maintains a 
refreshing ambient temper-
ature during the warm 
summer months. When it 
c o m e s  t o  h e a t i n g ,  
Minergie recommends the 
installation of systems that 
rely primarily on renew-
able energies, such as heat 
pumps, woodpellet burn-
ing systems and district 
heating.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11



Clean drinking water thanks to nanotechnology
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 brane technology. Family” developed by a Swiss 
The filter removes all particles Membrane technology company is already available, 
and germs, even those as opportunities for develop- and contains an integrated 
small as 2-60 nm in diameter. ultrafiltration membrane that ing countries: The potential 

Membrane technology eliminates all pathogenic for the use of membrane 
o p p o r t u n i t i e s  f o r  germs.technology is especially high 
Switzerland: One-fifth of the i n  d e v e l o p i n g  Using nanotechnology to 
public drinking water used countries,where around 1.5 treat water -- a broad spec-
in Switzerland is extracted billion people do not have trum of possibilities: The 
from lakes. Compared with access to clean water today. In options for treating water 
conventional purification many places, polluted water using nanotechnologies are 
processes, membrane tech- flows into bodies of water that as widely varied as the 
nology permits low-cost are used as a drinking water demands placed on them: 
water treatment with fewer supply downstream. For such everything that is undesir-
chemicals, less energy con- cases, Eawag, the Swiss able in drinking water  dirt, 
sumption and smaller space F e d e r a l  I n s t i t u t e  o f  bacteria, viruses, organic 
requirements. The water Technology's aquatic research compounds, pesticides, 
from karst sources, which is institute, is currently develop- heavy metals, radionuclides, 
also not entirely free from ing and testing low-cost mem- nitrate, phosphate, calcium, 

brane filtering processes that sulphate,  etc.   can be micro-organisms, can be 
are simple to use. A household removed using certain pro-processed into drinking 
appliance called “LifeStraw cesses.water with the aid of mem-
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 awarding the certificate.
Growing popularity At the present time, 
Admittedly, it is slightly almost 13% of new builds 
more expensive to build a and 2% of refurbished prop-
property  according  to  erties meet Minergie stan-
Minergie standards (be- dards, and the numbers are 
tween 10 and 15% more). growing. In light of rising 
However, this has not put off energy costs, it would be fair 
property owners, keen to 

to assume that the future 
make sound yet green 

looks bright for innovative investments. Since the stan-
and sustainable building dard was launched in 1998, 
technologies in Switzerland. more than 15,000 buildings 
The Minergie standard is by of have been awarded the 
no means limited to residen-Minergie quality label in 
tial property. Other build-Switzerland alone. Minergie 
ings that have received the is an independent associa-
Minergie label include office tion which oversees compli-
blocks, schools and even ance with heating norms 
shopping centres.and is  responsible for 

Green technology, saving energy

an aerodynamic quality of the runway, triggering a gen engines. To demonstrate lowed the previously deter-N a world dependent on 
frenzied applause from the the formidable potential of mined flight plan.never encountered until fossil energy, the Solar 

The aircraft crossed the project team. Before the renewable energies and I now. The project eventually Impulse project is a 
successful first night  light of clean technologies, Solar Alsace toward Nancy and hopes to succeed in the first paradox, almost a provoca-
Solar Impulse, the latest Impulse has aimed much Metz, before over-flying the circling of the earth with a tion. Nonetheless, to have an 
jewel in the Swiss technol- higher: to approach perpet- Grand-Duchy of Luxemburg piloted fixed-wing aircraft airplane that take off and fly 
ogy crown, without fuel in ual flight! and finally arriving in using only solar power.autonomously, day and 

On 13 May, 2011, a red July 2010, no solar aircraft Belgium to land on Runway night, propelled uniquely by On the 3 December 2009, 
02 at Brussels Airport.solar energy, and to have it 

W i t h  t h i s  f l i g h t ,  stay aloft for several days on 
S w i t z e r l a n d ,  a  n o n -end  without fuel or pollu-
European Union country, tion is no longer an impossi-
connects its capital to the EU ble dream!
capital! This in a way reaf-The Swiss long-range 
f i r m s  t h a t  a l t h o u g h  solar powered plane project 
Switzerland remains politi-was undertaken at the École 
cally independent of EU, it is Polytechnique Fédérale de 
yet physically and geograph-L a u s a n n e  ( E P F L )  i n  
ically very much a part of it. Switzerland. A team of engi-
Indeed, the President of the neers and scientists from the 
EU Parliament, welcoming EPFL, led by aeronautical 
Solar Impulse in Brussels, engineer and pilot André 
noticed how “the plane took Borschberg and psychiatrist 
off from the heart of Europe and explorer  Bertrand 
to land in the capital of Piccard, are the brains 
Europe”.behind this pioneering 

Solar Impulse's honorary project. The Solar Impulse is 
status as special guest of the a revolutionary concept that 
International Air and Space seeks to push back the limits 
Show (June 2011) in Paris-Le of our knowledge of materi-
Bourget gave Bertrand 

als, energy management P i c c a r d  a n d  A n d r é  had been designed to store the Solar Impulse, the first letter day in the history of and man-machine interface. Borschberg the opportunity sufficient energy, so all had airplane designed to fly day aviation industry, after a With its huge wingspan to present the HB-SIA and to land when there was and night without fuel, left flight lasting 12 hours 59 equal to that of an Airbus the Solar Impulse vision and insufficient sunlight (clouds the ground for the first time. minutes, Solar Impulse A340, and its proportionally objectives to some of the or night). Other projects After some 350 metres of landed safely in Brussels at minimum weight, the HB- aviation industry's highest have sought to fly remote-flight at an altitude of one 21h39. Solar Impulse took SIA prototype presents ranking officials. They also controlled solar drones or meter, the prototype gra- from Payerne aerodrome in 
construction features and presented the concept to airplanes powered by hydro-ciously landed on the centre Switzerland and then fol-

Solar impulse, the Swiss zero-fuel airplane
politicians and approxi- 2013. It plans to fly around Impulse will make a stop-

mately 350,000 Air Show the world in five stages. The over in all five continents. 
visitors, including 3,000 flight trajectory will follow These will provide an oppor-
members of the interna- the line of the equator, but tunity to present the project 
tional media. will primarily remain in the to the public and to political 

No r t h e r n  h e m i s p h e re.  and scientific institutions Solar Impulse now sched-
During the voyage, the Solar across the globe.ules a mega-plan for the year 
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